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Introduction 
It is known that in the elasticity, the Hu-Washizu variational principle [15,23] 
(also called ‘three-field principle’ [12]) and its different modified versions are the most general 
settings [21,22] for general mixed finite-element methods in the sense that simultaneous and 
direct approximations to all basic unknown fields are obtained. In plate bending analysis, the 
Hu-Washizu variational principle or its different variants will allow simultaneous variations of 
(i) displacement field U, 
(ii) change in curvature tensor field (KC), and 
(iii) bending moment tensor field ( qij). 
Then, a mixed finite-element method based on the Hu-Washizu variational principle or its 
variants will allow direct and simultaneous approximations to all informations: displacement U, 
change in curvature tensor (K~?;) and bending moment tensor ( #ij) required in the bending 
analysis of anisotropic/ orthotropic/ isotropic plates with variable/ constant thickness such that 
no further computations will be necessary. Such a mixed finite-element method has been 
developed in [2] and [4] for the Dirichlet problem of fourth-order elliptic partial differential 
equations with variable/constant coefficients on a convex polygon, the bending problems of 
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clamped thin elastic anisotropic/orthotropic/isotropic plates with variable/constant thickness 
being particular cases, for which the continuity of the normal bending moment M,(Q) across 
intertriangular boundaries is not assumed in the construction of the space of variationally 
admissible bending moment tensor field @ = (+ii). This suggests to develop a new mixed 
finite-element method for this Dirichlet problem of the fourth-order elliptic equations with 
variable coefficients based on another modified version of the Hu-Washizu variational principle 
which is obtained by incorporating this physically meaningful and important constraint of 
‘continuity’ of the normal bending moment M,(Q) across intertriangular boundaries in the 
definition of the space V of variationally admissible bending moment tensor field @ = (c&~). This 
paper contains new interesting results in this direction. For other mixed methods for this 
Dirichlet problem based on different two-field variational principles [12,20], we refer to [5]-[9]. 
1. Notations 
Let D be a convex polygon with boundary r in R2 and H”( I2) be the usual Sobolev space 
[1,19] of integral order m >, 0 equipped with inner product ( . , -)m,Q norm I( - (( m,S2 and 
semi-norm 1 - 1 m,S such that Ho(Q) = L2( In), 
H@)= {u: UEH1(9), yoU=u(r=O}, 
H;(a)= (0: UEH2(Q), you=uIr=O, y,u=(au/an)I,=o}, (1.1) 
where au/an is the derivative of u in the direction of the exterior normal to the boundary 
r; yk:,,(Q) + Hm-k-1’2(r) are trace operators [1,19], m = 1, 2; k = 0, m - 1; f~Jl/~(r), 
H312(r) being the fractional order Sobolev spaces of functions on r, D(Q)= H,“(a) in the 
norm topology of H”(0), m 2 1, D( In) being the space of test functions. 
Let I%$r,p(Q), p > 2, be the Sobolev space [1,19], defined by 
vp > 2, w;,“(Q) = { u: UE W’,P(52), u],=O}, (1.2) 
such that 
H;(G) L, W$P(s2) +@fi) (p > 2) (1.3) 
with dense, continuous injections; and 
I-Ii(O) q k&Q@) 9 c”(ln) (p > 2), (1.4) 
(1.3) and (1.4) being the consequences of the Sobolev’s imbedding theorem [1,19]. 
2. The continuous variational problem 
To the Dirichlet problem (P) defined by: For given f E L2( a), find u such that 
(P) Au=f in 52, u]~= (au/an) ]r=O, 
where 
(2.1) 
(Au)(x) EE & ( aijklCx)&) E (aijkl(x)u,ij),,, in a 
I J 
(2.2) 
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(in (2.2) and also in the sequel, the Einstein summation convention has been followed), we associate 
the following Gale&in variational problem (Po) defined by: Find u E Hi( L?) such that 
(Po) a(u, v) = l(v) Vu E Hi(Q), (2.3) 
where the continuous, symmetric, bilinear form a ( -, -) and the continuous linear form l( .) are 
defined by: Vu, w E Hi(a), 
a(v, w> = (AU, ~)~,c = / ai,klv,,,w,kl dfi, (2.4) sz 
(2.5) 
the coefficients aijrrL satisfy the following conditions: Vi, j,k,l= 1, 2, 
(Al) a;jk, E C’(n), aijk,(x) = ak,ij(x) Vx E a; but without loss of generality [3], we can 
always assume that Vi, j, k,l = 1, 2; 
(A1’) aijkr(x) = akIij(X) = aij,k( x) = Ujilk( X) Vx E 3 and in the sequeli we Will assume that 
(Al’) holds always; 
(A2) Vu E Hi(L?), a(v, v) >, a 11 v Il:a for some (Y > 0; i.e. a( -, -) defined by (2.4) is 
H,Z( S2)-elliptic; 
(A2’)V’5 = (<ii, &, t2i, &) E R4 with 5r2 
a0 II E II& 
= t2i, %x0 > 0 such that Vx E B, aijk,(x)tij,$k, > 
Remark 2.1. If (Al) holds, but (Al’) does not hold, i.e. aijkl # ajikl or aijkl # aijlk for some 
i, j, k, l= 1, 2, then define new coefficients 
- 
‘ijkl = i(aijkr + aijlk + a/zkl + ajilk) (see (2-g)), (2.6) 
for which (Al’) will hold, 
U( 24, V) = ]Qaijk/u,iju,kl dfi = ~~~i~k~“,ijv.k~ dS2e (2.7) 
Remark 2.2. In [3], sufficient conditions for (A2’) to hold have been given. Then, it has also been 
shown that (A2’) * (A2). 
Theorem 2.1 [3]. Under the assumptions (Al)-(A2), the problem (Po) has a unique solution. 
Examples 
Here, we will consider only the biharmonic problem (i.e. Dirichlet problem of the biharmonic 
operator AA) and bending problems of clamped elastic plates with variable/constant thickness. 
I. The biharmonic problem 
For aijkl = ~(&&j, + &6jk + 8,ptikj + 8[jSki), i.e. 
aiiii = 1, a1212 = a1221 = a2112 = a2121 = : ) 
Au = AAu and a(u, v) = b,ijv,,j dLJ, 
a i jkl = 0 otherwise, (2.8) 
(2.9) 
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for which (Al), (Al’), (A2), (A2’) hold [3], and the existence and uniqueness of solution of the 
corresponding (Po) follow from Theorem (2.1). 
Remark 2.3. Even with ur,kl = 6,,6,, one gets Au = Ahu, but for this choice, (Al’) does not hold, 
although (Al) holds, since aijrk # urJk,, aijkr # ajik,. Hence, following (2.6), (2.8) has been chosen 
so that (Al’) holds [3]. 
Remark 2.4. aijkr = aijS,, also gives Au = AAu, but a( U, U) = /o Au Avdr(2, which differs from 
that in (2.9). For this choice of aijk,, (Al), (Al’), (A2) hold [3] and the corresponding (Po) has a 
unique solution, but (A2’) does not hold. Hence, this choice will not be considered by us in the 
sequel. 
II. Bending problems of clamped plates with variable thickness 
(i) Anisotropic case [3]: 
aiiii = Dii, a 1212 = a1221 = a2121 = a2112 - 0663 a1112 = a1211 = a2111 = a1121 - O163 
a1222 = a2122 = a2212 = a2221 - 0269 a2211 = a1122 = 427 (2.10) 
where Dii = Dii( x), D,, = D,,(x), Dj6 = Di6(x), D66 = D66(x) are ‘rigidities’ [18], for which (Al), 
(Al’), (A2), (A2’) hold [3]; 
Au = (Dllu,~l + 2D16u,12 + D12”,22),ll + 2(D16u,ll + 2D66u,12 + D26”,22),12 
+ (D,2yn + 2D26u,12 + D22~,22),22; (2.11) 
+ 2D16u,12 + D12”,22) v,ll 
+2(D16u.ll + 2D66u,12 + D26”,22)v,12 
+(4251 + 2D26u,12 + D22y22b,221 dfk (2.12) 
(ii) Orthotropic case [3]: 
aiiir = Di, a1122 = a2211 = D,, = qD2 = v2D1, a1212 = a1221 = a2112 = a2121 - Q, 
aijk, = 0 otherwise, (2.13) 
where Di = Eit3/(12(l - vlv2)), Dt = Gt3/12, Ei = Young’s moduli, vi= Poisson’s coefficients, 
G = shearing modulus, t = t(x,, x2) = thickness of plate at (xl, x2) E 1(2 with 
t, = mint(x,, x2) > 0, 
x=Q 
t E CO(G), (2.14) 
for which (Al), (Al’), (A2), (A2’) hold [3]; 
Au = (D,u,,, + v2W,22),11 + 4(D,u,r~),~~ + (vJ%u,11 + W,Z~),~S (2.15) 
a(~, v) = /Q[(Dl~,rr + v2D1~,22)u,rr + ~W,ISV,IZ. + (VIDZUJI+ D~u,x)v,~~] dfi2; 
(2.16) 
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(iii) Isotropic case [3]: 
uiiii = D, a1122 = a2211 = VD, a1212 = a1221 = a2112 = a2121 = D(1 - 4/2, 
a, jk, = 0 otherwise, (2.17) 
D = Et3/12(1 - y2) is the bending rigidity with Young’s modulus E, Poisson’s coefficient V, for 
which (Al), (Al’), (A2), (A2’) hold [3]; 
Au= (D(U,,, + y22)),11 + Qw - 4%2),12 + (NY11 + u,22)),22; (2.18) 
4% 4 = J;lo[b,ll + YU,22)U,J1 + 2(1 - +,12y12 + (y11 + u,22b,221 dfi. (2.19) 
In all the three cases (i)-(iii), the existence and uniqueness of solution of the corresponding 
problem (Po) follow from Theorem 2.1. 
3. Mixed variational formulation 
A new mixed variational formulation for the problem (Po) will be constructed now, the 
admissible spaces for which are infinite-dimensional ones. Then, to this mixed variational 
formulation we will associate a mixed finite-element problem defined on finite-dimensional 
spaces. Hence, we are to introduce first of all admissible infinite-dimensional spaces of the mixed 
variational formulation. For this we introduce an admissible triangulation Th of 3 = Q U r into 
closed triangles T with boundary 3T (which will be finally also the triangulation of the mixed 
finite element scheme). Let @ = ( Gii) 1 Q i,i G 2 be a symmetric tensor valued function with 
Gij = +ji E H’(T) VT E Th, Vi, j = 1, 2. Then, define M,( @) E L2( aT> and M,,( @) E L2( 8T) 
along aT by: 
Mn(@) =Gijninj9 Mnt(@) = +ijnitj, 
(Q,(Q) =c#~~~,~rz~ for $aij~H2(T) Vi,j=l, 21, (3.1) 
where n=(n,, n2) and t=(t,, t,)=(n,, -nl) are the unit normal vector exterior to aT and 
unit tangent vector along aT respectively. 
Remark 3.1. When A is the elastic plate bending operator in (2.11), (2.15) or (2.18), M,( @) and 
M,,( @) denote ‘normal bending moment’ and ‘twisting bending moment’ along aT respectively 
due to admissible bending moment tensor field @ = ( r$ii)l G i,j G 2. Then, M,,( CD) is called 
‘continuous’ at the interelement boundaries of Th, iff V pair of adjacent triangles T,, T2 E Th with 
a common side aT, f~ Cl T2, a Tj being the boundary of Ti, 
M,,PI~,)=M12(@l~*) onw--2=aTlnaL (3.2) 
ni being the unit normal exterior to T, (i = 1, 2) and @ = (+,,) being an admissible symmetric 
bending moment tensor field on 9. 
This definition of ‘continuity’ of M,,(a) at the interelement boundaries of Th will be understood 
throughout the paper even when A is not a plate bending operator. 
Q,(Q) in (3.1) denotes transverse shear along CIT. 
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Define 
M= (K: ~=(~;~),l<i, j<2, IC~~=K~~, ~,~E,t,~(ii?)), 
IIKIIh= IIKIIc?,Q= i IIKijII;G tfK=(Kij)EM; 
i,j=l 
V=H@)xM, V’v=(u, K)E v, Il4= Ilh 4IG= Il4ll$+ IIKIk 
5 = W+“(ti) x M (p > 2) V’u= (u, K) E 5, 
11 u/i:, = Ii (Q K) 11; = II u h%qn~ + II K III?I; 
W=(@: ~=(~ij)~M,~;jI.~H1(T)~T~Th, 
(3.3) 
(34 
(3.5) 
AI,,(@) satisfies (3.2) at interelement boundaries], I] @I]$ = c ]]+ij]]&. 
TE Th 
(34 
The imbeddings W - M, VP 9 V are continuous with: 
I]@]],~ II@Ilw V@EWY I141.~~,l141”p V’vE vp’ (5’0, 
VP - V being dense too (p > 2). 
(3.7) 
For the problem (Po), we can now construct the problem (Q*) of the mixed variational 
formulation under consideration as follows: Find (u, K*, ‘k) E W$“( i-2) x M x W ( p > 2) such 
that 
a(K*, q)- [*, t]o,c=O VY=(qij) EM, 
(Q*) b*(u, @)-[K*, @]o,a=o V@=(+i,)EW, 
b*(uP w = (f, uh,J2 vu E w;qa>, p > 2, 
where the continuous symmetric bilinear form a”(. , -): M X M + IF4 is defined by 
VK = (Kij) E M, q = (vij) E My 
a”(K, 11) = kijklKijqk/ dCJ = a”(33 K); 
the continuous bilinear form b * (. , -): Wdyp( a) x W + R (p > 2) is defined by: 
vu E w;,“(a), V@ = ($Bij) E w, 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
[a, K],,~= [K, @]o,Q=L+ijKii dS2 V@EW, VKEM. (3.13) 
This new mixed variational formulation (Q*) in (3.8)-(3.13), which corresponds to a modified 
version of the three-field principle also called Hu-Washizu variational principle [15,20,21,22,23], 
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can be rewritten in the standard form (Q) suitable for its mathematical analysis as follows: Find 
(II, 9) E Vp x W( p > 2) such that 
(Q) 
A(u, t7) +b(u, ‘E) =F(u) vu= (v, Tj) E VP (3.14) 
b(u, @)=O V@E w, (3.15) 
where u = (u, u*) E VP with u E Wd_J’( 52) K * = (K:) E M; the new continuous, symmetric 
bilinear form A(. , -) on VP x VP, (p > 2) and the continuous bilinear form b( *, *) on VP X W are 
definedby:Vu=(u,q)EV,,Vw=((w,~)~~,(p>2) 
A(v, w) =A( W, u) = Z(V, S) = /aijkiqijCk/ dQ; (3.16) 
b(v, @) = b*(u, @) - [?I, @]lJ&? vu= (u, q) E vp’ V@ E w (3.17) 
(3.18) 
the continuous linear form F( .) on Vp is defined by: 
J’(u) = (f, +,,s2 V’v= (u, II> E Vp. (3.19) 
In fact, equation (3.9) * (3.15) with u = (u, IC*) E VP. Then, from (3.8) and (3.10) we have 
a”(~*, q)- [q, ‘k]o,a+b*(u, ‘k)=(f, &n V’~E wd_,“(fi>, V~EM 
=A(u, v) + b(v, ‘E) = F(u) VU= (u, 71) E VP, 
since VU= (u, 7) E VP, b(v, ?P) = b*(u, ‘k) -[q, \k],,, and F(u) = (f, ~)~,a, and a”(~*, q) = 
A(u, v) with u = (u, K*) E Vp. 
Thus, we have shown that (Q * ) j (Q). Again, proceeding in the reverse way, we can show 
(Q> =+ (Q*h 
Hence, the problems (Q) and (Q * ) are equivalent. Thus, we are free to choose any one of these 
two equivalent problems (Q) and (Q*). For the sake of convenience in mathematical analysis we 
will consider the problem (Q) in the sequel unless stated otherwise. Hence, we are going to prove 
now certain important properties of A(. , .) and b(. , -). For this we introduce the subspace 2 of 
I$, ( p > 2) defined by 
Z=(v: v=(u, K)E VP, b(u, @)=Ov@EW}. (3.20) 
Then, Z itself is a Hilbert space equipped with the norm topology induced by V, i.e. 
II~IIz= II~Ilv=(II~ll&?+ IIKlloZ.fy2 v’u=(u, +z- (3.21) 
Theorem 3.1. Let v = (u, K) E VP, p > 2. Then, 2, E Z = (i) u E Hi(a), (ii) K = (Ki,) with 
K~, = v,~~, 1 < i, j < 2. 
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Proof. Let v E Z. Then, b(v, Cp) = 0 V@ E W. Define @* = (~6ij), 1~ i, j G 2 with C#J E D(Q). 
Then, M,,(@*) = +, M,,(Q) = 0 V’TE Th. Thus, 
@* EW and b(v, @*)=O 
* gradv.grad+dfi=- 
J J 
K,@ d&J V+ E H,@(2) = o(52) 
Q D 
= v E H2(G) n H@), 
since r is a convex polygon [17], and 
AU = Kll + K22 E L2(fi). 
Now, choosing @* = (+Sjj), 1 G i, j G 2 with C#I E D(G), we can show 
@*EW, M,,(@*) = 0, 
and 
J grad v. grad + da= - K,,c#I dS2 VC$ E D(a) B J D 
* for v E H2(1(2) c7 Hi(a), 
V+ E H’(a) = D(D) (by (3.22)) 
But 
- V(Y& E ff”“(T), (ylv, Y&)~,~= 0 E H”‘(r) 
-y,v=(av/an)I.=o with v E H2(3) n H;(U) = v E Hi(a). 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
since M,( @) is ‘continuous’ at the interelement boundaries and (au/an) 1 aT E l~I’/~(tlT). Then, 
vEZ=+(v, @)=OV@zW 
* 9(-K,j+V,ij)+Lj dti- c /- M,,(B)$ds=O 
J 
TsTh CJT 
-v@EW, J a(-K,j+v,i,)+,, dQ=O * Ki/=v,,, Vi,j=L,2. 
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Conversely, let 2) = (u, K) E Vp with u E Hi(n) and ~~~ = u,~; Vi,j = 1, 2. Then, from (3.23) 
=b(u, @)=Ov@EW=uEZ. 0 
Theorem 3.2. The mapping 
o=(& ‘+Z+ IIKllo,n (3.24) 
defines a norm in Z equivalent to the original norm (3.21) induced by V, i.e. 
3a,, a,>0 suchthat VV=(U, K)EZ, ‘Y~I(vII~< IIK)(~,~<~~~IIoII~. (3.25) 
Proof. It is well known that 3a > 0 such that V’u E Hi(G), )I u II 2,9 < cr I u I 2,52, from which the 
result follows on the application of the Theorem (3.1) with (pi = l/(-u, CX~ = 1. 0 
Since 5 ( p > 2) is a dense subspace of V, A(. , -) defined on I$ x Vp is given a continuous, 
linear extension to V x V, which is still denoted by A( ., m). 
Theorem 3.3. (i) A( *, .) is Z-elliptic, i.e. 
A(v, u)>,aIlvll; VUEZ, a>O; (3.26) 
(ii) 
b(v, @) 
W$ JInIIvp ~ll@IIo,o V@EWi 
(iii) 3a, > 0 such that 
b*(uT @) > u (1 u 11 
;:pw Il@llw ’ l 
,,a vu E JJpyfi) (P > 4, 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
where b*( ., .) is defined in (3.12). 
Proof. (i) o = (u, E Z K = - u Hi, Kij u,ii Vi, = 1, (by Theorem 
Hence, 
Vv= K) EZ, U) = aij/&U,ijU,kl dfi=a(u, u> 2 alI ~ll~ll:, 
D 
a(. , is Hi( 
I& 2 cw u II& v u E wp(s2) - H(#2), p > 2. 
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Hence, 
Vu E w;,“(a) 9 c”(G), p ’ 2, 
@*=(--~a~_.), l<i,j<2 a @*EW, M,,(@*)=O 
=b*(u, @*> = IoI& VUE w$r(a>, P’2 
with u1 = C(52)/fi > 0. •I 
Now, we will prove the uniqueness of solution of the problem (Q)/(Q *). 
Theorem 3.4. The problem (Q) (consequently, (Q * )) has at most one solution. 
Proof. Let (q, \k,), (u2, !&) E VP X W be any two solutions of (Q). Then, their difference 
(U*, 9*) = (Ur - u2, 9r - qz) E Vp X W satisfies: 
A(u*, v)+b(v, ?P*)=O v7v~ VP, 
b(u*, @)=OV@EW-u*GZ=b(u*, !P*)=O*A(u*, u*)=O 
au*= 0 inZ=b(v, ~*)=OV~E VP 
a**= 0 in W (by virtue of (3.27)). 0 
The problem (Po) and the problem (Q) (consequently, (Q * )) are related by: 
Theorem 3.5. If (u, ‘k) E VP X W be the solution of (Q) with u = (u, K*), K* = (K:), 1 < i, j < 2, 
then u E H:(a) and is the solution of (Po) with ~,f+j = u,~,, 1 < i, j < 2. Conuersely, if the solution 
u E Hi( s2) of (Po) belongs to H3(a) n Hi(a) and aijkr u,~[ E H’(a) Vi, j = 1, 2, then the 
problem (Q) has a unique solution (u, ‘k) E VP X W with u = (u, K*), K* = (K;), KC = u,ij 
Vi, j= 1, 2, and *k= (#ij), #ij= aijk,u,kl Vi, j = 1, 2, 9 b emg the Lagrange multiplier of the 
method. 
Proof. Let (u, ‘k) E Vp X W be the solution of (Q). Then, u = (u, K*) E 2 and hence, u E H,f( f2), 
K * = (KG), KS = u,ij (Theorem 3.1). V’u = (u, K) E Z - Vp, 
A(u, U) =I+) = 
J 
arjklu,iju,kl d0 = tifu dS2 
/ 
Vu E Hi(Q), 
Q 
since 2)=(u, K) EZ = u E Hi(a), K = (K~]), ~~~ = u,~~. So, u is the unique solution of (Po) by 
Theorem 2.1. 
Conversely, suppose that the solution u E Hi( fin> of (PC) belongs to H3( a) n Hi(a). Set 
U=(U, K*) with K* = (K$), ~;f; = u,~~ Vi, j= 1, 2. Then u E Z by the Theorem 3.1. Hence, 
b(u, @) = 0 V@ E W, i.e. the equation (3.15) is satisfied. Thus, in order to prove that (u, Y!) E 5 
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x W with P = ( $J;~), qij = aijklu,kl Vi, j = 1, 2, is th e solution of (Q), it remains to show that 
(u, ‘k) satisfies the equation (3.14). In fact, V’u = (u, K) E b$ with K = ( fcij), 
A(u, 0) + b(u, S) = kijk,~,:ILkl da 
(KijGij+ u,i#ij,j) da+ / M,,(*)gds). 
ar 
Using Green’s formula, Vu E I$( ti) x M, 
= J aijklv,iju,kl d0 = a ( u, u) = fu da = F(v), Q J n (3.29) 
since 
and u E H:(a) n H3(S2) 
is the solution of (Po). But Hi( In) X M is dense in VP by virtue of (1.3). Therefore, the equality 
(3.29) holds Vv E I$,, and consequently, (u, ‘k) is the solution of (Q). 0 
Remark 3.2. The solution (u, ‘k) E Vp x W of the mixed method scheme (Q) will be the saddle 
point of the functional LY(. , -) defined by: 
LY(u, @) = +A( 0, u)+b(v, @)-F(v) V’VE VP’ V@EW 
i.e. 
AC+, @)&z?+, S) &Y(v, S) V’vE vp’ V@EW, 
since from (3.14)-(3.15), 
..Y(u, ‘k) = &4(u, u) + b(u, \E) -F(u) = &4(u, u) -F(u) 
= &4(u, u) -A(u, ZJ) = +4(u, u); 
Y(u, @) = $I( IL, u) + b(u, @) -F(u) = - $I(u, u) =A?(u, S); 
Lz(v, ‘k) = :A( 2), u) + b(v, ‘k) -F(v) = &4(v, ?J) -A(u, 0) 
= &4(v, v) -A(u, v) + &4(u, u) - iA(u, u) 
= &4(u - 2), u -v) - &4(u, u) >L?(u, \k). 
Example 3.1. (The biharmonic problem (2.8)-(2.9)). Since qi, = aijk,U,kj = u,ij = K;, K* = 9. 
Hence, we choose M = W, and the problem (Q*) becomes: find (u, K*) E WdTp(i2) X W, 
(p > 2), such that 
ii(K*, @)-b*(u, @)=O V@EW, (3.30) 
b*(V, K*) = (f, U),,Q tfUE w;‘“(a), (3.31) 
where a”(~*, @) = JQ~~$ij dJ2, b*(., a) is defined by (3.12) with M= W, which is the well 
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known Hellan-Herrmann-Johnson mixed method scheme [10,13,14,16] for the biharmonic 
problem (2.7)-(2.9). 
Remark 3.3. The mixed variational formulation (3.30)-(3.31) corresponds to a modified version 
of Hellinger-Reissner variational principle [20,23] which is a two-field principle. 
Remark 3.4. The bilinear form a”(. , -) in (3.30)-(3.31) corresponds to that for the isotropic case 
of bending problem of elastic plate with D = 1, v = 0 in (3.36)-(3.37). Then u = deflection, 
K * = 9, i.e. change in curvature tensor K * = bending moment tensor \k. But for D # 1, Y # 0, we 
have~*#?P. 
Example 3.2 (Bending problems of clamped elastic plates in (2.10)-(2.19)). Since b(., a) (res. 
b*( ., .)) is defined by (3.18) (resp. (3.12)) for all the following cases we will show only the 
expression for A(. , -) (resp. a”(. , .)) in each case. The components of the solution vector 
( U, K*, ‘k) are deflection U, change in curvature tensor K* = (u,,~) and bending moment tensor 
9 = (I+L~~) with +,, = u,~~~u,~, with 
qil = bending moment in x,-direction (i = 1, 2)) 
+I* = Gll = twisting moment in all the following cases: 
vV= (U, K) E VP, V’w=(w, q)E Vp with~=(~,~)EM, q=(qLj)EM, 
(i) Anisotropic case (2.10)-(2.12): 
A(% w> = a”(k 77) = //&Ki, + 2&K,, + &K&n 
+ 2(&j’% + 2&j&2 + &Kz > Vi2 
+ (%“,i + 2D,,‘%z + D,,‘%z)%~] dfin, (3.32) 
$1, = D,,u,,, + 2D,,u,,, + D,,u,,,; $22 = D,P,,l + 2&u,,, + &u,22; 
$12 = $21 = D,,u,,, + ~QxP,,, + D2~~,22; (3.33) 
(ii) Orthotropic case (2.13)-(2.16): 
&‘, “‘> = a”(‘C 77) = /$DiKll + @F&‘?ii + 4aK,217iz 
+(%DIKII + &‘%)%z] dfin; (3.34) 
$11 = D,(u,,, + v.D); &z =D,(v.,, + ~22); $12 = $21 = 2Qu.12; (3.35) 
(iii) Isotropic case (2.17)-(2.19): 
A(% w) = G(K, 11) = IQD[(~i, + %&/ii + 20 - +W7iz + (% + ‘%)77~~] d@ 
(3.36) 
$11 = D(u,,, + vu,,,); $22 = D(vu,,, + ~2); $12 = $21 = D(1 - +,n- 
(3.37) 
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4. Mixed finite element approximation 
Corresponding to the triangulation introduced earlier, we define finite-dimensional subspaces 
X0,, M,, W,, of Wd_,P (p > 2), M and W respectively as follows: For positive integers m >, 1, 
X,={o,:u,EC”(~), U&EP,(T)WETh}, (4.1) 
X0, = {u h: UhEXh, %lr= 0) = wd_,p(fi2) (P ’ 2L (4.2) 
M,= {Kh. ’ Kh= (Khr,) EM, Khij I TE Pm-,(T) V’E Th} CM> (4.3) 
Wh= {@h:@h=(+hr,)~W> GhijITEP,-I(T)‘TETh} cW, (4.4) 
where P,,,(T) is the linear space of polynomials of degree d m in x1, x2 on T E Th. Then 
Vh=XOhxMhc I$ (p>2). (4.5) 
Now, for the problem (Q*) we construct the corresponding mixed finite-element problem 
(QT ) under consideration as follows: Find ( uh, K;, ‘kh) E X0, X M, X W, such that 
G(‘& %,) - [% %]o,~=o vqh=(77h~j) EMh; (4.6) 
(a,*) b*(u,, ah)- [Kh*, @h]o,a=O V@/z=(Ghij) EWE; (4.7) 
b*(u,, $1 = (f? GW2 vu, E Xl), ; (4.8) 
where the bilinear forms a”(. , -) and b*(-, -) are defined by (3.11) and (3.12) respectively. 
The problem (Qc ) can be rewritten in the form (Qh) which obviously corresponds to the 
problem (Q): Find (u,,, !P,,) E Vh X W, such that 
&> :;.“:; ;‘,‘=“,k \Eh) = JI%) ;; ;‘;2 V/J E v,, (4.9) 
h h h, (4.10) 
where uh = (uh, K;) E V,; A(-, s), b(-, .) and F(n) are defined by (3.16), (3.17)-(3.18) and 
(3.19) respectively. 
Remark 4.1. By virtue of inclusions (4.2)-(4.5) the problem (Q$) (resp. (Qh)) is of conforming 
type WI. 
Since both the mixed finite-element problems (Qz) and (Qh) are equivalent, we are free to 
choose anyone of them according to our convenience. Hence, for mathematical analysis we will 
choose (Qh) and for computational purpose we will recommend (Qz). Thus, for the proof of 
existence and uniqueness of solution of the mixed finite-element problem (Qh), we prepare 
similar results as in the case of the problem (Q). 
Define the finite-dimensional subspace of Vh: 
z,= {Q. . 0, = (oh, ‘Q) E v,, b(q,> @/,I = 0 v@/, E w,}, (4.11) 
which is equipped with the norm topology of V. Since 2, c 2 in general, we are to prove the 
Z,-ellipticity of A(. , -), f or which we require the following assumption analogous to (3.28): 
(A3) 3a, > 0 such that sup b*(% %I 
lPhEWh II @h II w a O2 1 vh I l,f2 vvh E xOh- 
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Theorem 4.1. If the assumption (A3) holds, then A( ., *) is Zh-elliptic, i.e. 
3u, > 0 such that A(vh, Us) > a0 11 v,, 11: Vu, E Z,. (4.12) 
Proof. Assume that (A3) holds. Let vh = ( uh, rch) E Z,. Then, b(v,, Qh) = 0 V@, E W,,, and from 
(3.17) and (3.7) 
(4.13) 
Then, using (A3) and (4.13), we have 
u2 1 “h I1.Q G 11 Kh II 0.Q bh=(uh, Kh)EZh=-vh=((Uh, Kh)EZh, 
~Ivh~I;~c(s2)Iuh~&+ Ibh~lo2,n-o~IKh~i& with~~=(1+C(S2)/a22)‘0- 
From the assumption (A2’), it follows that 
vvh = (oh, Kh) EZh, 
A(% vh) > a0 II K~ II& > 00 11 oh II V with a0 = so/co > 0. 0 
Remark 4.2. The crucial assumption (A3) is the compatibility condition which the finite element 
spaces X0, and W, defined in (4.2) and (4.4) respectively must satisfy in order that A( 0, a) is 
Z,-elliptic which will be essential for the proof of existence and uniqueness of solution of (Qh), 
i.e. the spaces X0, and W, in (4.2) and (4.4) respectively can not be chosen independently and in 
an arbitrary way. 
Lemma 4.1. 
(4.14) 
Proof. 
b(vh, @h) b((O, ‘d @h) 
sup 
Dh=(C’,$)E v, IIvhIi VP ’ sup (O,b)E V, II(O, Kh) 11 v, 
LKh, @h] 
= .,;Ek, II Kh II o,D = II @h 11 0,O ‘@h E wh. 
Now, we can prove the existence and uniqueness of solution of (Qh)/(Qz). 
Theorem 4.2. Under the assumption (A3), the mixed finite-element problem (Qh) (consequently 
(Qc)) has a unique solution. 
Proof. Since V,, W, are finite-dimensional spaces, it is sufficient to show that if (u,, q,,) E Vh X 
W, is a solution of the corresponding homogeneous problem: 
v’v/,E v,, A(% oh) + b(vhDh, $) = 0; v@, E w,, b(u,, @I,) =O, 
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then uh = 0, !P,, = 0. Then, uh E 2,. Choosing U, = uh, we have A ( uh, uh) = 0 e u,, = 0 in 2, (by 
(4.12)). Consequently, by, ‘kh) = 0 VV, E V, 3 \Eh = 0 by (4.14). Cl 
The existence and uniqueness of solution of (Qh)/(Qt ) h ave been proved under the assump- 
tion (A3). Now, we will construct the spaces W, and X,,, in (4.4) and (4.2) respectively such that 
(A3) holds and also the space M, in (4.3) with the help of finite elements [ll] as follows: Let 
{ L,,,}?,i and { a,,,}:=, denote three sides and three vertices of a given T E T,, with i3T = L,,, U 
L2.T ” L3.T. 
(I) For tensor valued functions Qh E W,, with @,, = ( +hij)l G ;.I G 2, the set of degrees of freedom 
(2:) [lo] in each triangle T E Th may be chosen as the values of: 
J Mkh)q ds, q-,_&T>, lGiG3, m>l, (4.15) 
(2;) L1,T 
/ @hijq dT> 
qEP,&T), i,j=l,2, ~32; (4.16) 
T 
(II) For tensor valued functions ~~ E M, with ~~ = ~~~~~~~ ~ ‘,, ~ *, the set of degrees of freedom 
(2;) in each T E Th may be chosen independently as the values of: 
(2;) /;hzjq dT, 4 E f’,-,(T), i,j = 1, 2, m 2 1; (4.17) 
(III) For functions uh E Xoh, the set of degrees of freedom (2:) in each triangle T E Th may 
be chosen as the values of: 
“h(“i,T), l<i<3, m>l, (4.18) 
(4.19) 
J v/,4 dT, q E J’,,_,(T), m > 3. (4.20) T 
Then, 
Card( 2;) = dim IV, = 3m (m + 1)/2, Card( Z$) = dim M, = 3m (m + 1)/2 
Card(Zs) = dim X, = (m + l)(m + 2)/2; 
where IV, is the space of restrictions to T of all Qh E W,, MT is the space of restrictions to T of 
all Kh E M, and X, is the space of restrictions to T of all uh E X,,,. Now, we introduce the 
following linear operators associated to these degrees of freedom (4.15)-(4.20) which will be 
quite helpful in the sequel, as follows: 
Let &, (reSp. Nh) denote the Set Of sides (mp. vertices) Of triangles Of Th. 
(I) III, EZ?(W; W,) is defined by [lo]: V@ E W, III,@ E W, such that 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
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(II) JJ EP(M; MA) is defined by VK E M, ghK E M, such that 
j$K;j- @/$)i;)q dT=O, qEP,,_I(T), TE Thr m>, 1; (4.23) 
(III) II,, ET( Wd,“( In); XOh), p > 2, is defined by: VU E Wd,“( a) L) C’(a), II,,0 E X0, such 
that 
(u - II,,u)( a) = 0 VaEN,, (4.24) 
J 
(u-II,,u)qds=O, qEP,,_2(L), LESS, m>2, (4.25) 
L 
J 
(u-II,,u)qdT=O, qEP,,_3(T), TET~, m33. (4.26) 
T 
Now, we define the linear operator II, EP( 5; V,), p > 2, as follows: VV = (u, K) E 5, 
l7,u E Vh = X0, x M, ((4.5)) such that 
n/20= (flo,, W u, K> = (&,,k IT/+) E Xo, X M, = v,, (4.27) 
where IT,, EZ( W~,p(0); Xoh), p > 2, &l, EL?(M; MA) are defined by (4.24)-(4.26) and (4.23) 
respectively. 
Certain important properties associated with II, EZ(W; W,) and II, EA?( 5; V,) will be 
proved now. 
Lemma 4.2. 
V@E w, b*(u,, @-rI@)=O VU,EXOh, 
where b*(., .) is defined by (3.12), III, EZ(W; W,) is defined by (4.21)-(4.22). 
Proof. From (3.12), we have: V@ E W, for aT= Uf=lLI,T, 
b*(u,, Qi - l-II,@) 
= x[ J(( - T @ - w%,),jUh,r TE T,, dT+ 5 j M&D - II,@)~ds i=l Lt., 1 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
which follows from the application of Green’s formula 
- /;‘” - n/z@)ij,jUh,i dT= s,‘” - nh@)ijUh,ij dT 
Since 
uh,ij 1 TE Pm-2(T), 2 E pm-l(Li,T), l<i<3, VTE Th, 
L r.T 
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each of the two integrals in the square bracket in (4.29) vanishes VT E T,, by the definition of 
III, E_c?(W; W,) in (4.21)-(4.22). 0 
Lemma 4.3. 
VVE VP, p>2, b(v-I&v, @h)=Ov@hEWh, (4.30) 
where II, ELP( VP; VA) is defined by (4.27). 
Proof. vv E VP’ V@, E w,, 
which follows from (4.23) and (3.1). 
Now, integrating by parts the term 
along each side LI,T, 1 G i G 3, of a given triangle T E Th, we get 
+ f: A,T(@h)(” - nOh”)(ai,T>, 
I=1 
where Ji,( Qh) is a convenient expression depending on Qh( u;,~)_ Hence, from (4.30) and (4.26) 
b(v-n,v, @h) = c 
TE T,, [ ( 
- i / 
r=l 4.T 
$‘&,(o,) + Qn(@h))(v - &h”) ds 
+ 6 A,T(@h>(” - nOh”>(ui.T> 
i=l 1 
= c jdL, @h)(v-&JhU) ds+ c B(a, @h)(v--,,hv)(a), 
LESh L LlGN, 
where q( L, Qh) is a polynomial of degree < m - 2 in the variable s. Then, the result follows 
from the definition of the operator II,, in (4.24)-(4.26). 
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Lemma 4.4. Let { Th } be a family of regular triangulations of 2. Let III, EZ(W; W,), &l, E 
L?(M; Mh) and IToh EP’( Wd,r( 52), Xoh), p > 2, be the linear operators defined in (4.21)-(4.22), 
(4.23) and (4.24)-(4.26) respectively. Then, the following well known estimates [lo], [ll] hold: 
(III) 
Now, we 
< i < 6, independent of h, 
V@EW, II~I,@IIw~c,II@II,~ 
~@EW~(H”‘(Q))~> Il~--I7,~1l,,~~~,~“I~l,,,, 
VKEM, ]]&P]] M< c, IlKI] M> 
v’~EMn(H”(fi))~, IIK--17hKIIo,n~C4hrnIKI,,a, 
VVE w$r(a), p > 2, II ~0,~ II 1.Q G G II u II 1,QY 
VVE W;7”(0)nHm+‘(Q>, IIv--nOhv(11,a~C6hmIvIm+l,s. 
will prove that (A3) holds for W, and X0,: 
(4.31) 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
(4.35) 
(4.36) 
Lemma 4.5. Let { Th}, 0 < h < 1, be a family of regular triangulations of 3. Let W, and X0, be 
constructed with the help of finite element degrees of freedom (2;) and (2;) in (4.15)-(4.16) and 
(4.18)-(4.20) respectively. Then the assumption (A3) holds. 
Proof. Let IIh ET’(W; W,) be defined by (4.21)-(4.22). Then 
b*(u,, %) b*(u,, IV9 
@yz%h II@hllW a !z IIJLQ,llw = sup 
b*(v,,, l-II,@) II @II w 
@EW II @II w II JL@ II w 
(by (4.31) and (4.28)). 
Then, from (3.28) we have 
i.e. the assumption (A3) holds. 
5. Reduction of (Qz) to matrix equations 
For computational purpose any one of the two equivalent mixed finite-element problems (Qt ) 
and (Qh) is to be reduced to matrix equations. In order to develop an outline of this reduction 
procedure, we will consider (Qz) in (4.6)-(4.8) instead of (Qh) for the sake of convenience. 
Let { ~.~i}fii, { @l},“=i and { x~}~~, be bases in M,, W, and X0, having dimensions Ll, Ml, 
Nl respectively, such that (A3) holds. Then, the components of the solution vector ( uh, K:, ‘Ph) 
E X0, x M, X W, can be represented as follows: 
Ll Ml Nl 
(5.1) 
i=l k=l 
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Ml 
c P,b*(x;> @d) = (f, x&s, 1 <k < N1. 
j=l 
Now, the problem (Q$) can be written in the matrix equation form as follows: Find (a, /I, y) E 
II2 L1fM1+N1 such that 
LG- [ClP=O, (5.2) 
-[CIT(Y+ [B]y=O, (5.3) 
[BIT@=F, (5 *4) 
where 
iAl = CAij)lGi,jgL1 with Aji= +,x, pi,) =Aii (5.5) 
is symmetric, positive-definite by virtue of the Z, ellipticity of A( a, -) 
fcI = (cij)l~i~L1 with Cij = [ tD;, /i&Q, (5.6) 
[BI = (Bij)l<i<Ml with Bii=b*(xj, @L), (5.7) 
I=GJGN~ 
ICI’= (qi)l<j<Ml and [B] T = (Bji) 1 <jcNl are transposes of [C] 
l<t<Ll l<i<Ml and [B] respectively, 
F= (f;,, &,...,_Fk,..., G,)’ with &= (f, x:)~,~, (5.8) 
ff=(ar, LYZ,...,(YL1)T; 8= (& &~--dMl)~, Y = (VI> Y2,...,YN,)T. (5.9) 
Since basis functions in the basis { & }fJr of M, (4.3) can be made discontinuous at the 
interelement boundaries of Th, degrees of freedom for the unknown change in curvature tensor 
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field ICC can be assumed independently in each triangle T E T,, such that [A] has the simple block 
diagonal structure, i.e. 
[Al = 
[ 1 A7.l 0 
[ 1 AT* 
0 [ 1 A TNT 
(5 .lO) 
with element stiffness matrices [AT,], 1 < k d NT, [A,,] being the contribution to [A] from the 
kth triangle, and NT being the total number of triangles. Then, 
(5.11) 
where only diagonal entries are shown, is obtained by inverting the element stiffness matrices 
[AT,], 1 G k < NT, immediately after their construction at the element level, [AT,]‘s being of very 
small size in comparison with [A] (in actual computation, the inversion operation is to be 
understood in the sense of solving relevant matrix equation(s)). 
Then, from (5.2), we have 
a = [A] -‘[Cl 8, 
where [A]-’ is defined by (5.11). Now, eliminating 01 from (5.3)-(5.4), we have 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
[BITB = F, (5.14) 
or 
(5.15) 
where [A] = [C]T[A]-‘[C] is symmetric, positive-definite by virtue of positive-definiteness of 
LT1; 
[@I = -PI, [BIT= -[BIT, IF = -F, (5.16) 
[B] and F are defined by (5.7) and (5.8) respectively. Solving (5.13)-(5.14), /3 and y are 
determined and then using (5.12), 01 is found. Finally, u,,, KC, ?Ph are determined from (5.1). 
6. Error estimates 
Let { Th } , 0 -c h -c 1, be a family of regular triangulations of 2. Corresponding to each T,, let 
W,,, M, and X0, defined in (4.4), (4.3) and (4.2) be constructed with the help of degrees of 
freedom (J/Y;), (2;) and (2;) in (4.15)-(4.16), (4.17), (4.18)-(4.20) respectively, for which all the 
estimates (4.31)-(4.36) in Lemma (4.4) and the assumption (A3) hold. 
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Theorem 6.1. Let (u, ‘k) = (( u, K*), ‘k) E VP x w, (p > 2) and (uh, *,> = ((U,, K,??&lE 6, 
x W, be the solutions of (Q) and (Q,,) respectively. Then, the following estimates hold: 3C,, C, > 0, 
independent of h, such that 
11 u - I(h 11 V G c,( 11 U--hUIIV+ IIq-nh\kIIO,d, (6.1) 
II \k - *h 11 0.0 G c,( 11 U--hII.+ ~I‘k-nh\kIIO,~)~ (6.2) 
where II . II v is defined by (3.4), III, E$P(W; W,) and II, EZ( VP; Vh) are defined by (4.21)-(4.22) 
and (4.27) respectively. 
Proof. 
vvh E zh, IIU-UhIIVG l\U--hII.+ I~Uh-vhIIV~ UhEZh (6.3) 
tlv/,EZ,, v@,,EW,,, b(u,-v,, Qh)=O 
*vv,EZh, V@, EWh, 
b(u,-v,, \E-*h)=b(u,-vh, !I’-@,)=b(u,-v,, 9-l-II,*) 
= 11 uh -vhllV 
bh-v,, *- %> b(Wh, *--h*) vv EZ 
II uh -vhllV 
G 11 uh - vh II V suP 
II wh II V 
h hr 
% E Vh 
v, f Uh. (6.4) 
But from (4.12), k+, E z,, 
uO~~Uh-vh~(I;~A(Uh-vh~ Uh-vh) 
=&u-v,, uh- vh)+A(Uh-u, Uh-vh) 
=A(U-vh, u,-v,)+b(u,-v,, s-‘k,) 
G II A 11 11 U - vh II VII uh - vh II v + 11 uh - vh II V suP 
b(Wh, 9 - nhq) 
%E Vh 11 wh 11 V 
(by virtue of the continuity of A(. , - )) 
“JOoizfi IIUh-vhIIV< IIAII inf ll”-vhllV+ suP 
b(Whr 9 - rIh\k) 
lIwhllV ’ 
(6.5) 
h h %EZh %E v, 
But from Lemma (4.3), b(u - flh U, Qh) = 0 and b( u, @h) = 0 v@,, E wh (from (4.10)) 
*b(IIhu, @h)=Ov@+Wh, n,uE vhlh~J,u=Z/,, 
= t:f,, 11 u - vh II V 6 II u - IIh” II V. (6.6) 
h 
Using Green’s formula, we get vu,, = (oh, Kh) E vh, 
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since u,,~~ ) T E P,,_2 and (au&In) 1 ar is a polynomial of degree < m - 1 in the variable s, both 
the integrals vanish VT E Th, VL E S,, by virtue of the definition of the operator II,. Then, 
vu, = (Uh, Kh) E v,, 
* sup 
f&E Vh 
(applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality). Since 
combining (6.5)-(6.7), the result (6.1) is obtained with C1 = max{ (I A II/uoo, l/uo}. 
Now, we will prove (6.2). 
v@hEWh, II ’ - *h It 0,O G 11 * - @h 11 0.0 + II *h - @h II 0,8. 
From (4.14), tl@h E wh, 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
Il‘k,-@hIiO,& suP 
b(=‘h > ‘kh - @h) 
UhE Vh II vh Ii VP 
G sup 
bb’h, *-- @,I 
+ sup b(vhDh, *h-*/> (6 -9) 
0, E v/l /I vh II Vp % E Vh khlly, . 
Since (u, S) E 5 X W, (u,, ‘kh) E V, X W, are the solutions of the problems (Q) and (Qh), we 
have v’uh E vh, 
Ib(% *-*h) I = iA+, - u, %) I G 11 A II iI u - uh II VII vh Ii V 
(by continuity of A ( * , . )) 
=V@,E w,, 
11 *h - @h 11 O,Q G 
b(vh, Ik-- @h) 
sup + IIAII sup 
II u - uh 11 V iI vh II V 
%E Vh II vh II Yp VhE Vh II ?I II yp 
G sup 
b(“h > *-- @h) 
11 uh tl Vp 
+ IIAII~III~-~~IIv (bd3.7)). (6.10) 
% E v, 
From (6.8), kf@h E w,, 
II‘k-qhIIO,L’~ II*--hIIO,i2+ sup 
bbh, *- @h) 
II vh iI VP 
+ iI A II u1 11 u - uh It V 
0, E VII 
= 11 * - *h 11 0,D < .‘Ef, iI * - @h II 0,~ + 
h I, 
.‘gf, 
*-@h) 
suP 
bbv 
h h u, E v, II vh It v, 
+ 11 A 11 u1 11 u- uh 11. (6.11) 
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But 
and 
inf *-@h) b(Uh, 
\k - rI,\k) 
sup 
bbh, 
Qh=wh VhE v, ]I Oh 11 VP 
=s sup 
% E Vh 11 uh II VP 
< (J1 sup 
bbh, \k - nh\k) 
VI E Vh 11 Oh 11 V 
G u1 11 \k - IT,* II O,Q cby @je7)) 
= II * - ‘k;, 11 0,P ’ < u II A Ii Ii u - uh II V + c1 + ‘1) II ‘+ - nh\k 11 O,Q, 1 
from which the result (6.2) follows with Cz = max{ q I] A 11, 1 + q }. 0 
Now we state the final result: 
Theorem 6.2. Let the solution u E Hi(a) of (Po) belong to Hm+2( ti), m > 1 and the coefficients 
arjkl E Wm.*(a) Vi, j,k,l= 1, 2. Then, for m >, 1, 3 a constant C > 0, independent of h, such that 
11 u - uh \I 1.Q + 1) lC* - ‘CT \Io,Q + I\ * - *h \I o,a G Ch”( 11 u 11 m+2,n + 1 *I m,n), (6.12) 
where ((u, K*), s)=(u, \k)E V,XW,(p>2) and((u,, K;), \kh)=(uh, ‘kh)E VhXWh arethe 
solutions of (Q) and (Qh) respectively. 
Proof. Let u E Hi(G) n Hmf2 (fi), be the solution of (PC) and a,,k, E Wm@(Q) Vi, j = 1, 2, 
m > 1. Then, qij = aijk,u,k,E H”(U) [ll, p. 1921 
11 9 \I rn,ti G c ]I K* 11 m.~2 d c I] u ]I m+2,~ (6.13) 
Then, from Theorem (3.5), (u, ‘k) = (( 
Hm+‘( a) n H,2( ti), 
u, K*), ‘k) E VP x W is the solution of (Q) with u E 
K* E (H”( 52))4, 9 E (H”(G))“. From Lemma (4.4), we have 
]I u - nOhU II 1,n G Gh” I u I m+1,n, 
II K* - FhK* II O,s2 G C4h” I K* I m,f2, ll \k - nh\E 11 0.52 =s C2h” I *I m,n. (6.14) 
Since 
I] U - nh” 11; = II u - nOh” &? + II K* - ghK* l&i?, 
using (6.14), we get 
II”-nhuII k W2”( l4;+,.,+ lK* l&n), c,>o, 
=j IIU-17huIlV~cCghmIIU11m+2,0, c,‘oa 
From (6.1) (6.14) and (6.15), we get 
IIU--hI(V~C9hm(11u11m+2.0+ I%z,L’), c9’o. 
11 \k - ?Fs II O,Q G C,Oh” [( 11 u Ii m+2,J2 + I * 1 m,Q) + I \k I m,L?] 
(6.15) 
(6.16) 
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II u - Uh II 1,fz + II K* - Kh II 0,n Qq II u - uh k$2 + 11 K * - Kh* (l&2)1’2 
= fi 11 u - u,, 11 v. 
Now, the result (6.12) follows from (6.18), (6.16) and (6.17). 0 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
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